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ABSTRACT
Reading written judgments requires high comprehension be-
cause of complex structure of statements and legal jargon. We
introduce Dike, a crowdsourcing platform to translate written
judgments into more comprehensive reading. We propose 4
stage crowdsourcing workflow: split - polish - connect - revise.
A statement in written judgment is split in the split phase,
and each split part becomes a complete sentence in the polish
phase. After connecting the complete sentences by adding
appropriate connectors to each sentence, sentences are revised
for better readability. We deployed our system and 17 users
have used our platform. Results show that Dike translates
original written judgment into more comprehensive reading.

VIDEO
Video is available at: https://youtu.be/NVS52TUyBac

INTRODUCTION
The written judgment is the most important and basic legal text
about interpreting the law based on the events between various
stakeholders. Nonetheless, the readability of judgments is
lower than other kinds of texts [3]. This is not only important
for litigants to understand their own interests, but also for the
public right to access legal information, prevention of distorted
or exaggerated press reports about judgment, above all, the
trust to the judiciary as a constituent of democracy [1, 6].

Written judgment often contains complex statement structures
and jargon because the meaning should not be misinterpreted,
which makes it hard to understand for the reader. Statistics 1

in South Korea show that 67.6% of readers need 2 or 3 times
of reading to understand written judgments. It indicates that
people are able to understand the written judgment, but it is
not a straightforward task. We envision that crowd participates
in the procedure of translating the written judgment into better
reading.

Figure 1 represents the process for the translation of a state-
ment a in written judgment. Our crowdsourcing workflow
consists of 4 phase: split - polish - connect - revise workflow.
A worker is allowed to go through the whole phase sequen-
tially. For a statement that is hard to understand, the worker
first split the statement into multiple pieces. It makes worker
to easily concentrate each meaningful unit in the statement.
Next, the worker makes each split into a complete statement
in the polish phase. The complete sentences are connected by
appropriate connectors in the connect phase. Finally, worker
revises each sentence into a more readable way.

1http://www.hankookilbo.com/v_print.aspx?id=
ede600cfe8264610b5eea419d8fe56dc

We allow multiple workers to contribute in a single phase
for better quality. Similar to a version control system, each
contribution of worker make a branch and compete to get
the best result. Figure 3 shows the tree structure of overall
phase. To reduce the size of tree, we adopted natural selection
algorithm for cutting branches with low quality.

We deployed our system and 17 users have used our plat-
form. The results show that our crowdsourcing workflow
successfully translates written judgments into more readable
statements.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Research and statistics show that written judgment is difficult
to understand for a citizen. Research [3] shows that written
judgment is difficult to understand for citizen considering
various criteria. Survey results [2] of The Law Times show
that 70% of 130 respondents pointed out the use of too long
sentences as a reason for difficulty. Also, in the same survey,
20% of respondents said that use of pedantic terminology is
also another reason. In our teammate’s experience at The
KAIST Times, he reported that among many kinds of texts
he had to read to write articles, it was especially hard to write
articles about written judgments. He pointed out that the
continuation of sentences that are hard to understand at one
time gives a high reading cost to the understanding of the
whole text.

SYSTEM

Interface
Figure 1 shows our interface Dike. It supports three different
tasks: A user can 1) read more comprehensive sentences for
difficult sentences, 2) see how the difficult sentences are trans-
lated, and 3) browse which part of a written judgment is hard
to understand. The target user of task 1) is a normal citizen,
that of 2) is a judge who wants to know why citizens have
a difficulty on understanding, and that of 3) is people who
want to contribute in translation but hard to know which part
of written judgment needs contribution. To support the tasks,
Dike provides perceived difficulty for each part of a written
judgment and translated text with more comprehensive infor-
mation. In the next section, we describe the crowdsourcing
workflow to support the tasks.

Workflow
Figure 1 represents our crowdsourcing workflow, which con-
sists of 4 phases: split - polish - connect - revise. The key idea
is the divide and conquer approach. In other words, crowd
split a sentence that is difficult to understand and translate
each piece into more readable sentences.

https://youtu.be/NVS52TUyBac
http://www.hankookilbo.com/v_print.aspx?id=ede600cfe8264610b5eea419d8fe56dc
http://www.hankookilbo.com/v_print.aspx?id=ede600cfe8264610b5eea419d8fe56dc


Figure 1: Overview of the system

As we have 4 phases, which is a relatively heavy task that
could cause people to stop performing the tasks, we need a
quality control mechanism. we permit users not to follow all
the phases. Users can stop proceeding the task whenever they
want. Then another user can pick the intermediate result and
finish it. In summary, we maintain a tree structure for users
work like a version control system. The system will give a
starting point to a user, and the user simply follows the phases
from the point. In the following subsections, we will describe
our crowdsourcing workflow and quality control.

Split - Polish - connect - Revise workflow

Split
Crowd first split a sentence into multiple pieces. As we split
the sentence, a reader can concentrate on meaningful pieces,
which enhances the readability. Figure2 shows the interface
for splitting. A user can specify boundaries between split via
clicks.

Polish
Each split is not a complete sentence because crowd simply
split the sentence. To make a complete sentence, crowd polish
each split into a complete sentence. Figure 2 shows the inter-
face for polishing. As user modify the sentences, we show the
difference between the original sentence and polished sentence
to show how the user modify the sentence.

Connect
With complete sentences, the next task is to connect the sen-
tences by adding appropriate connectors. It makes sentences
more naturally readable, which further enhances readability.
The interface of connect phase is the same as that of polish
phase.

Revise
Finally, crowd can revise each complete sentences into more
easy sentences. Written judgments normally contain multiple
jargons, which hinders readability. Revising the sentences
such as substituting jargon into more easy words or paraphras-
ing the whole sentence also enhance readability. The interface
of revise phase is also same as that of polish phase.

Figure 2: The split interface (top). A user can click bound-
aries between split. The polish interface (bottom). It shows
how the user modify each sentence.

We get a tree structure as we go through the 4 phase workflow.
Figure 3 represents the tree structure. In the following subsec-
tion, we describe why we need quality control mechanism and
how to achieve it.



Figure 3: The tree structure from our workflow.

Quality control
Drawbacks of the workflow
To get one complete result, dividing tasks and distributing
them to the crowd reduces the load on the crowd, but we found
from the user study that there are some side effects. First,
there are many steps to take, so it takes a long time to get one
result. Second, the degree to which quality control is required
varies depending on the requirement of each step. Third, as
the crowd does the task at intervals, the general voting method
does not give a fair evaluation to candidates made earlier and
candidates made later.

We suggest applying population model of growth [5] to each
intermediate result of our workflow.

Solution: population model of intermediate results
In population model of growth, dP/dt, differential equation
for the population P(t) at time t is:

dP
dt

= r ·P ·
(

1− P
K

)
(1)

Maximum growth rate r and carrying capacity K are constant
in this model. This model means that the growth rate increases
initially, decreases after the population reaches half of K which
is the limit nature can accommodate, eventually the population
converges to K. In the wild nature, natural selection occurs
depending on the value of r and K given to each species [4].

Our solution starts by describing the carrying capacity k as a
function of the number of votes v that a candidate received
and the total number of votes vt . This equation is designed
to give k, which are more favorable to population growth, as
more candidates receive more votes.

k (v,vt) = K · v
vt

(2)

In addition to modifying K to k(v,vt), we also set r as a func-
tion of vt . Since the result of our workflow changes by vote
continuously, unlike r in the real world which is determined
as a constant, the initial r may not reflect the quality of the
actual candidate. Therefore, to reduce the initial effect, r(vt)
becomes the product of the constant Rmax and vt/Vslowstart
before vt reaches Vslowstart . If vt ≥ Vslowstart , vt will be Rmax.
This term can moderate the misjudged natural selection in the
beginning.

r (vt) = Rmax ·min
(

vt

Vslowstart
,1
)

(3)

Now, we can get the population n(t) calculated as the result of
r(vt) and k(v,vt). In our model, n(t) will be the quality metric
of the candidates at the same stage, not just the number of
received votes.

dn
dt

= r (vt) ·n ·
(

1− n
k (v,vt)

)
(4)

Real application
There are some constants that need to be determined in ad-
vance to apply this model. They are not only K, Rmax, Vslowstart
in equation 2 and 3, but also Ninit , the initial value of n and
Nextinct , the minimum requirement of the population to be the
candidate. That is, every candidate starts with population Ninit ,
will be removed when their population is less than Nextinct .

We determined these constants heuristically. Assuming that
K and R are 10 and 2 respectively, we performed a simulation
which the first candidate wins with 2/3 probability in pairwise
voting. As a result of this simulation, we can conclude that the
combination of Vslowstart = 10, Ninit = 2, Nextinct = 1 makes
converged result of final workflow within 20 virtual users.

K = 10, Rmax = 2, Vslowstart = 10, Ninit = 2, Nextinct = 1 (5)

Also, we limited the maximum number of candidate pool to
five. At this time, the pool includes only candidates that have
populations more than Nextinct .

After a total of five candidates registered and only one candi-
date has more populations than Nextinct by natural selection,
our system deems the candidate the best for that step.

Expected effect
Since the initial growth of the population is slower than ’lin-
ear’, even the candidate generated later can be chosen as the
best candidate. Also, because the population reduction of can-
didates with low quality is faster than linear, the system can
remove candidates with low quality efficiently.

EVALUATION
Our pilot study sought to answer whether Dike can reduce the
complexity of judgment document, as well as understand how
our natural selection algorithm works in the real world.

Procedure
We chose a Korean judgment on school support fees [2] as our
target judgment. Students attending national universities sued
their universities for charging school support fees in addition
to tuition fees, and the court sentenced that additional fee is
illegal. We chose this judgment because our participants are
likely to be interested.

We recruited total 17 users among researchers’ acquaintances
and students from the school bulletin board. They were given
a short instruction about the project and interface and asked
to work on any sentences they felt difficult to understand. As
a result, our participants did total 246 tasks including split,
polish, connect, revise steps, and did 398 times of voting.

Results: Change in sentences
We analyzed how our system changed the original judgment.



We compared the distribution of word count in each sentence
of original judgment and judgment processed by our workers
(Figure 4). We verified the average word count in sentence de-
creased from 130 to 75, and the longest sentence in processed
judgment contains 221 words while the counterpart of original
judgment contains 540 words.

We also checked whether processed sentences preserve the
meaning of sentence in original judgments. While we did not
run an in depth-comparison between sentences, we found there
was not any significant change in the meaning of sentences.

Figure 4: Distribution of word counts in original judgment
(left), and processed judgment by the system (right)

Results: Effect of natural selection
The rationale behind the design of natural selection algorithm
was to ensure that the result of later revisions are not dominated
by earlier revisions, and can be selected if they get a lot of
votes. We could found the example cases where the later
revision get selected against earlier revisions. In Figure 5, the
revision number 3423 (orange line) beat two earlier revisions
as it gets a lot of votes. In Figure 6, a revision from malicious
user (orange line). was selected as best revision (at phase 2),
however, it was soon replaced by other revision (blue line).

Figure 5: Change of computed populations for various revi-
sions for a single sentence.

DISCUSSION
While the result of our pilot study reveals the possibility of
crowdsourced, easy-to-read judgment documents, our prelimi-
nary result reveals several discussion points as well.

Lowering the bar of the task
While we split the revision task into 4 steps, participants in
pilot study still found the task difficult. The most frequent

Figure 6: Revision by malicious user was replaced by revision
with further worker by voting mechanism

difficulty was jargons used in judgment. Providing adequate
assistance for jargon will ease revision task.

Designing more robust natural selection algorithm
Current natural selection algorithms depend on three parame-
ters, and we had to fine-tune parameters that make convergence
within 20 participants. Improving the algorithm to calculate
parameters analytically according to the number of required
participants will increase the applicability of the proposed
natural selection algorithm.

Exploring diverse representation of judgment document
In this work, we provided the only linear representation of
judgment sentences for participants. However, our partici-
pants frequently expressed needs for alternative representa-
tions, such as representation for parallel structure and nested
structure.
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